
Is Katie Hobbs involved in the Arizona steal to make herself governor?

Description

As of this writing, Democrat Katie Hobbs is leading Republican Kari Lake in the Arizona governor’s
race by a hair. And there is a good chance that Hobbs will “win” when all is said and done because she
also serves as Arizona’s elections chief – meaning rigging and fraud is likely involved.

We saw this same rigging and fraud occur back during the 2020 election as Arizona was a hotly
contested swing state. Along with Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, and several other states, evidence
overflowed to suggest that something was not right with the final count.

Now, we are witnessing the same exact thing happen all over again to the point that even TIME
magazine was reporting about how Hobbs should have recused herself as elections chief in order to
avoid this serious and blatant conflict of interest.

Lake is a Trump Republican, just to be clear. Because of this, she simply cannot be allowed to win in
the eyes of the Left, which has made voter fraud a key component of its now-overt agenda of total
destruction for America. (Related: Remember in 2019 when Twitter was caught meddling with the 2020
election and committing voter fraud?)

If, by some odd chance, she actually ends up winning, Lake has said that she will, in fact, be the
media’s “worst frickin’ nightmare” – but will she be allowed to win?

With 67 percent of precincts reporting, as of this writing, Hobbs is leading 50.1 percent to Lake’s 49.9
percent. How convenient that the race is nearly split, leaving plenty of room for a last-minute sneak
attack in Hobbs’ favor, should the scales start to tip in the other direction.

Will Kari Lake win as Arizona governor, or will Hobbs steal the
election for herself?
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The corporate-controlled media is still leaving room for a Lake win, revealing that Hobbs’ lead
“continues to shrink.”

There is a chance, in other words, that Lake will still win, even if voter fraud is involved. But it is almost
certain that Hobbs and her cronies are doing everything possible to avoid this because they know they
can – and can probably get away with it.

Since election results in the United States are now allowed to trickle in for days or even weeks
following election day, this leaves plenty of time for meddling. They could just be waiting to see what
the real votes show before injecting a few fake ones to tip the scales back in Hobbs’ favor.

There are still hundreds of thousands of ballots left to tally. And as usual, the counties taking the
longest to report, including Maricopa, are the same ones that delayed reporting in 2020.

“In an update, Board of Supervisors Chairman Bill Gates said about 400,000 votes remained
uncounted, with most of those being ballots dropped off Tuesday,” reported a local Arizona news
affiliate.

“Those ballots will need signature verification and separation from their signed affidavit envelope
before they are counted and included in the results. It could be Friday before the vast majority are
counted.”

Lake, by the way, has already endorsed Donald Trump for president in 2024. She told the media that
she “would be so thrilled if President Trump runs” again, adding that she “would absolutely
wholeheartedly support him.”

This endorsement quickly made Lake a Democrat target, though she is a target simply for having a
giant R next to her name. Even so, the race is tight and the results, once fully tallied (or manipulated),
are sure to leave one side furious and the other side cheering.
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